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Use of artificial intelligence for management 
and identification of complications  
in diabetes

ABSTrACT
Artificial intelligence (AI) can play an important role 
is in early diagnosis of complications, adherence to a 
healthy lifestyle and medication, real-time monitoring 
for optimal glycemic status and predictive prognostic 
model for the diabetic status of a patient. The early 
recognition and management of the complications 
(acute as well as chronic) in diabetes predict the qual-
ity of life  (Qol) of a patient. The promising results of 
Ai in the early diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy have 
opened the frontiers for management of other com-
plications as well. Although flash glucose monitoring 
(FgMs) and continuous glucose monitoring(CgMs) are 
yet to be used in routine clinical practice but these 
modalities do hold promise in future for management 
of diabetes. Automated diagnosis of diabetic retinopa-
thy (Dr) and cardiovascular risk factor monitoring are 
now possible based on the large retinal fundus imag-
ing datasets with improved sensitivity and specificity. 
Smart-phones and smart devices do have the potential 
to bring the monitoring and early diagnosis of compli-
cations of diabetes into the patient’s domain with the 
use of applications on their smart devices which will 
make future management of diabetes as an “e-disease 
management”. Ai applications offer greater accuracy, 
efficiency, ease of use and satisfaction and can com-

plement the management and early identification of 
complication of diabetes in long run. (Clin Diabetol 
2021; 10; 2: 221–225)
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Introduction
“Intelligence” is a combination of various abilities 

which made humans stand ahead in the animal king-
dom, defined by Cambridge dictionary; “is the  abil-
ity  to  learn, understand and make  judgments  or 
have opinions that are based on reason” [1]. The new 
aim to impart the computers with intelligence opened 
frontiers of “artificial intelligence (AI)” and has been 
aptly defined by Boden in 1977, “is the ability to make 
computers do things that would require intelligence if 
done by humans” [2]. AI methodologies and techniques 
which include case-based reasoning, machine learning 
and deep learning [artificial neural networks (ANNs), 
support vector machine, naïve Bayes, decision trees, 
random forest, classification and regression trees, and 
k-nearest neighbor], evolutionary computations and 
hybrid intelligent systems and fuzzy logic (FL) are be-
ing applied to medicine and health from last few dec-
ades. These methods are helpful for disease diagnosis,  
classification and assisting the health care profession-
als for tasks which require manipulation of data and 
knowledge [3, 4]. Use of smart phones with improved 
cameras and biometry as well as fitness wearable  
devices with faster computational capabilities has 
opened up new frontiers for heath industry. In 2017 in 
a survey, 68% of mobile health app developers believed 
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diabetes continues to be the single disease with the 
best market potential for digital health solutions and 
61% saw AI as an disruptive technology for diabetes 
management [5].

With a staggering population of 463 million people 
with diabetes in 2019 which is predicted to increase to 
a staggering figure of 700 million in 2045 and about 
accounting up to 10% of the global health expenditure, 
diabetes is a prime disease that can benefit from use of 
AI and cognitive computing [5, 6]. The challenges for 
which AI can play an important role is in early diagnosis 
of complications, adherence to a healthy lifestyle and 
medication, real-time monitoring for optimal glycemic 
status and predictive prognostic model for the diabetic 
status of a patient.

Role of AI in diabetes
Management of diabetes mellitus in a patient is 

not mere control of HbA1c but requires a timely di-
agnosis, education of the patient in self management 
and continuous medical care to prevent the acute 
(hypoglycaemia, keto-acidosis etc.) and early recogni-
tion for reduction of long term complications (e.g. 
neuropathy, retinopathy, nephropathy, diabetic foot, 
stroke, cardiovascular and peripheral vascular diseases) 
for improvement of the QoL. Patient decision-support 
aids have been used for various purposes for decision 
making in people with diabetes about options like the 
treatment choices or setting the therapeutic goals and 
have been proven in improving the quality of decision 
making and increase of knowledge transfer [7]. The 
amount of data each person living with diabetes can 
generate is huge and can amount to 1 million giga-
bytes but most of the data is unstructured [5]. Rapid 

advances in AI offer promise for making both the real 
time structured and unstructured data available for 
person living with diabetes. The digital technologies 
used by individuals generate a large data set which 
constitute a ‘digitosome’, which when combined with 
the clinical data can be very helpful for digital algorithm 
and patterns [8].

The use of AI for efficient data handling and the 
development of tools and devices for management of 
diabetes are being explored and hold promise in recent 
future. Introduction of wearable devices, smart-phones 
influences and improves the cohesive integrity for 
the benefit of the patients with diabetes, health care 
professionals and the health care system in a compre-
hensive way. The various dimensions being explored 
for use of digital technologies in diabetology include 
use of mobile apps, AI-based algorithms, continuous/
flash glucose monitoring (CGM), closed loop systems 
(artificial pancreas), social media and on-line communi-
ties (Table 1). In comparison to other chronic diseases, 
with diabetes self monitoring is an integral part and can 
generate substantial data and biomarkers for e-health 
tools for tracking patterns and can used to correlate 
with the lifestyle modification as well as planning the 
interventional approach [9].

How does AI work?
Understanding AI or computational intelligence 

may be beyond the scope of this article but under-
standing the principle of methodologies is quite basic 
(Figure 1). The various techniques implemented include:

 — case-based reasoning (CBR);
 — machine learning and deep learning;
 — miscellaneous.

Table 1. Overview of achievements in diabetology with use of digital technology and artificial intelligence 

Technology Application Achievement

Mobile apps, smart watches & fitness  

trackers

Recording of individual clinical vitals  

& reports; 

Smart weight, blood pressure and blood 

glucose and ECG monitoring by biometric 

scanners

Adherence to treatment; 

HbA1c reduction

AI based algorithms Diet planning for individual patient;

Automated diabetic retinopathy diagnosis;

Early diagnosis of diabetes by tongue  

images [10];

Virtual assistance for doctors

Personalized nutrition;

Early and accurate diagnosis diabetic  

retinopathy;

Optimal treatment and referral

Social media, online communities Peer support;

Diabetes management and research

HbA1c reduction and emotional support  

and improvement of QoL

Internet Diabetes research Launch of large scale clinical & population 

based e-cohorts
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Case-based reasoning 
It is an approach of learning from the past similar 

encounters to solve the problems of the new problems 
and this approach is one of the most extensively used in 
management of diabetes for optimizing and individuali-
zation of the insulin therapy for various meals [11, 12]. 
One of the used CBR systems is the 4-Diabetes support 
system for automation for mitigating the problem of in-
dividual approach of blood glucose management [11].

Machine learning and deep learning
This method has various learning process which 

include artificial neural networks (ANNs), support vec-
tor machine, naïve Bayes, decision trees, random for-
est, classification and regression trees, and k-nearest 
neighbor [3, 4]. It is used for automated screening for 
blood glucose variability and helpful in identification of 
people with diabetes who are at high risk of diabetes 
due to metabolic of genetic preponderance [12]. The 
ANNs are being used for diagnosis of diabetes and 
impact of factors on the glycemic indices for bringing 
out personalized result for people with diabetes [14].

Miscellaneous
Techniques like support vector regression has been 

used to for predictors of hypoglycemia and it help in 
alerting of the patient when patients have significant 
hypoglycemia.

The knowledge already known to us first needs to 
be introduced to the computers to allow the comput-
ers to learn automatically without human intervention. 
It involves various complex convolutional neural net-
works (e.g. Kalman filter, evolutional algorithms, deep 
learning etc). After this the algorithms for retrieval of 
information from the database fed to the computer 
are formed to make the computer understand which 
data is important and what is not known as knowledge 
discovery in database (KDD). Following this, the process 
of reasoning from the knowledge already acquired 

results in deduction and inference generation and this 
final conclusions is added to the database for future 
reasoning.

Role of AI in management of the diabetic 
complications
hypo- and hyperglycemias

The early recognition and management of the 
complications (acute as well as chronic) in diabetes 
predict the QoL for a patient. The promising results 
of AI in the early diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy 
have opened the frontiers for management of other 
complications as well.

The use of Flash glucose monitors (FGMs) and con-
tinuous glucose monitors (CGMs) are recently commer-
cially available and shown promise for effective blood 
glucose management not only in type 1 but also in 
insulin requiring type 2 DM [8]. Studies with CGM such 
as the FreeStyle Libre (Abbott Diabetes care, Alameda, 
CA,USA) has shown the real time evaluation of glycemic 
fluctuations can help to better control short-term oscil-
lations and glycometbolic control especially in patients 
who require multiple insulin injections [15].

CGM has shown to be better performers in com-
parison to the FGMs in preventing hypoglycaemia. If 
coupled with an insulin pump, CGM system offers the 
possibility of closed loop insulin system as commonly 
known as artificial pancreas, for e.g. Diabeloop tech-
nology (Diabeloop SAS, Grenoble, France) which holds 
promise for type1 and insulin requiring type 2 DM as 
well as reducing the total healthcare cost in manage-
ment of diabetes.

Diabetic retinopathy and macular oedema
Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is the most serious 

cause of preventable secondary blindness and annual 
retinal exam has been advised. It has the limitations 
of requiring a specialised expert professional and use 
of mydriatic which limits the activity of the patient for 

Figure 1. A simplified methodology in understanding the core principle of artificial intelligence

Learning from knowledge to form the database/
/knowledge accusition (teach the machine information already known)

Output/nal Inference

Reasoning from knowledge

Algorithm for knowledge retrieval 
in database
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the day of examination. Automated diagnosis of diabetic 
retinopathy and cardiovascular risk factor monitoring are 
now possible based on the large retinal fundus imaging 
datasets with sensitivity and specificity over 90% [16, 17]. 
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has recently 
approved the marketing of the medical device called 
IDx-DR (IDx LLC, Coralville, IA) which uses the software 
which uses AI algorithm to analyze the images taken with 
retinal camera called Topocan NW400 to classify the retin-
opathy as “more than mild DR” and “negative for more 
than mild diabetic retinopathy” [5]. The AI algorithm by 
Medios Technologies,Singapore has shown promise and is 
the first offline software for DR screening with the smart 
phone-based fundus camera, the Remidio non-mydriatic 
fundus-on-phone with sensitivity and specificity of 83.3% 
and 95.5% respectively [18].

Decision support in clinical practice
Machine learning can be used for prediction of 

long and short term HbA1c response at the initiation 
of insulin in patients with type 2 diabetes. The elastic 
net regularization based generalized linear model using 
the baseline HbA1c and the glomerular filtration rate 
can help in predicting the short term and long term 
HbA1c response [19].

Other uses
The other uses of AI could be summarized:

 — Population risk stratification by the healthcare rec-
ommendation system to predict the risk of diabetes. 
These models are based on large data analytics;

 — Genomics- Microbiome data has been used to 
build the repository of various microbial marker 
genes which can help in predictability of develop-
ing diabetes in future [20];

 — Increasing patient’s self awareness and treatment 
— use of mobile applications;

 — Remote monitoring of the diabetes status through 
use of automated real time monitoring devices;

 — Life style modification tracking devices-Wearable 
devices like smart bands and smart scales.
Today AI has future prospects in helping physi-

cians in decision making and to tailor make individual 
patient’s diabetes management and also ensuring 
adherence to treatment for better health outcomes. 
Non-invasive diagnosis of diabetes and monitoring 
the diabetic neuropathy as well as diabetic wounds 
are being tried with AI assisted devices and will be 
commercially available in recent future.

Conclusions
It is just a beginning of the new era of AI being im-

plemented for health care needs. AI applications offer 

greater accuracy, efficiency, ease of use, and satisfaction 
for PWDs, their clinicians, family, and caregivers. The 
major challenges that AI will be facing is the limitation 
in reproducing AI from published data, as most of the 
source code is not publicly available for competitive 
reasons which demands more transparency with data 
sharing. Diabetes as a disease has moved from locally 
recorded few blood glucose and HbA1c monitoring to 
development of smart data for the betterment of the 
patient as well as population of PWD. Smart-phones 
and smart devices have the potential to bring the man-
agement of diabetes to every patient with just a touch 
on the screen as an “e-disease”. Above being said, AI 
should complement but can never replace what is being 
done in clinical settings for management of diabetes.
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